WORKS TOWARDS
A SUSTAINABLE WORLD
Hopal is a collection of sustainable skin and body
care products with a contrast between the pureness
of white tubes and metallic colour designs with
ecological Nordic Ecolabel cer tified cosmetics
and recycled paper packaging.
Hopal’s mission is to contribute to a sustainable
consumption. By choosing products and ser vices
that are Nordic Ecolabel cer tified, consumers can
actively contribute to the ultimate goal of achieving
a sustainable society.
Every day Hopal helps the sustainable society!
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conditioner
30 ml

1.01 fl.oz.

TJ01CHP

Hopal hair & body wash is
a versatile eco-friendly formula
which works beautifully to leave
hair and body thoroughly clean
and renewed, it works for every
hair & skin type.

Hopal body wash is based
on mild, caring and ecofriendly ingredients that gently
and effectively clean skin.
The dermatologically proven
cleansing formula with soothing
agents washes skin thoroughly
and leaves it feeling soft and
comfortable.

Hopal shampoo gently cleans
and restores shine without drying
out your hair. its eco-friendly and
tender formula could be used
every day, the specific soothing
agents leave hair softer, with a
smoother texture and easier to
style.

The Hopal body cream is
formulated to nourish and moisturize
dry skin; with shea butter and rich
in almond oil. The formula hydrates
and protects the epidermis from
moisture-loss and is clinically
tested for sensitive skin. It’s easily
absorbed and leaves the skin
feeling clean and soft.

Hopal conditioner has a
lightweight eco-friendly formula
wich reduces static and relieve
tangles, leaving hair silky soft.
Karitè butter and sunflower
oil, combine to smooth and
nourishing hair, with lasting
aromas.

Dermatologically tested
BHT free
no EDTA

Dermatologically tested
BHT free
no EDTA

Dermatologically tested
BHT free
no EDTA

Dermatologically tested
Petroleum free
BHT free
no EDTA

Dermatologically tested
BHT free
no EDTA

OLFACTORY FAMILIES IN REFERENCE TO THE FRAGRANCE
MARINE

RECOMMENDED
DISPENSER
ACCESSORIES

Hopal is a versatile body care range nordic
ecolabelled with proved environmental
sustainability formulas, where our attention
goes to the dispersion of cleanser into aquatic
ecosystems, to the skin tolerance and to the
effectiveness, selecting ingredients such as a
natural emulsifier, organic emollients such as
sunflower oil, Shea butter and anti-oxidant
actives from vitamin E and rosemary extract.

Holder with screw or bi-adhesive tape:
White CYS#BI
Chrome-plated CYS#AL

All cosmetics are made in Italy, clinically tested,
without mineral oils and syntethic colourants.

The collection includes tubes with cleansers
for body and hair, a variety of solid massage
soaps and wall dispensers.
Along with these, there are also refreshing
towels for everyday use.
Completing the range, a useful paper box for
creating an amenities kit specific to you.
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vegetable soap
40 g

Net wt 1.41 oz.

B1840HP

vegetable soap
20 g

Net wt 0,70 oz.

B1820HP

cleansing gel for body & hair
360 ml

12.17 fl.oz.

liquid hand soap
360 ml

12.17 fl.oz.

moisturising lotion
360 ml

12.17 fl.oz.

CYR360MHP

CYR360LMHP

CYR360BLHP

Hopal vegetable soap is a gentle every-day cleanser bar,
based on a eco-friendly formula, leave the skin thoroughly
clean. The little bumps on the soap act as a tiny massager,
for a confortable and softening experience.

Hopal hair & body wash is
a versatile eco-friendly formula
which works beautifully to leave
hair and body thoroughly clean
and renewed, it works for every
hair & skin type.

Hopal liquid hand soap is
based on mild, caring and
eco-friendly ingredients that
gently and effectively clean skin.
The dermatologically proven
cleansing formula with soothing
agents washes skin thoroughly
and leaves it feeling soft and
comfortable.

Hopal body cream is based
on natural emulsifiers derived from
wheat proteins and is rich in oils
such as sunflower oil, renowned
for its nourishing and softening
proprieties. the formula is clinically
tested for sensitive skin, and ideal
for every skin type. It absorbs
easily and gives you a feeling of
cleanliness and softness.

Dermatologically tested
Petroleum free
BHT free

Dermatologically tested
BHT free
no EDTA

Dermatologically tested
BHT free
no EDTA

Dermatologically tested
Petroleum free
BHT free
no EDTA

MARINE

refreshing towel

refreshing towel

amenities box

AB100HP

AB09TNTHP

CAMP3HP

K072HP

Range content: B1820HP, B1840HP, TJ01BHP,
TJ01CHP, TJ01MHP, TJ01SHP, TJ01BLHP,
AB100HP, AB09TNTHP

The “drawer” box can be used to house
different accessories of the No Logo range

Hopal refreshing towel is with green tea aroma, which makes this owelette
so fresh. Besides its tissue is enriched with natural emollients that give it a
good moisturizing effect.

TNT

SACHET: 72,5 x 140 mm
TOWEL: 200 x 200 mm

TNT

empty “Drawer” paper case for accessories

SACHET: 60 x 80 mm
TOWEL: 115 x 190 mm

Want your logo on Hopal range?
Yes? We can customize in a simplified way! How?
SIMPLIFIED CUSTOMIZATION
Maintain the same item configuration and add your logo or graphic layout.
You have two printing colours options:
- SAME RANGE COLOURS
- 1/2/3/4 COLOUR CUSTOMIZATION*
*this option is subject to a surcharge. See price list for details.

CUSTOMIZATION WITH CUSTOM COLOURS

CUSTOMIZATION WITH SAME RANGE COLOURS

CROSS COMPONENTS CUSTOMIZATION
Want to use one of the Hopal items but changing one or more elements? Now you can! ... How?
Choose the collection you like and consult the “Tools & components booklet” for the available options*.
*Some options are subject to additional surcharges and MOQ.
GFL USA Inc.

Via Sorengo 1, (CH) 6900 Lugano
T +41(0)91 9607500
F +41(0)91 9607599
info@gflamenities.com
www.gflamenities.com

81 Prospect Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201, USA
T +1 (718) 414-2554
info@gflamenities.com
www.gflamenities.com

GFL Middle East Cosmetics Trading LLC
ESPADA business center
Office #17, PO BOX 282556,
502, 5th Floor, Rasis building
Al Barsha 1, Dubai - UAE
T +971 4 315 98 14
info@gflamenities.com
www.gflamenities.com
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